• Begin each sentence with a capital letter.
• End each command with a period.
• End an exclamation with an exclamation point.

Help your friend. This homework is hard!

Read the sentences. Write the sentences correctly on the lines.

1. please come to my birthday party.

2. this is an awesome party

3. cut the cake now

4. i’m stuffed

5. turn the music down

6. play cards with me

7. this is fun

8. please help me clean up
Add a period to each command.
Add an exclamation point to each exclamation.

1. Hooray, the sun is shining brightly ___
2. Come and play in my yard ___
3. Look at our new puppy ___
4. Gosh, your puppy is so little ___
5. Roll over ___
6. Oh no, the puppy rolled in the mud ___

Add or take away words to rewrite the sentences.

7. Make this statement a command.
   Jake scratches the puppy’s belly.

8. Make this statement an exclamation.
   Your puppy is cute.